
Final Photographer Paper and Images 
 Your final has two parts.   Each part is worth 100 points. 
PART 1 – The PAPER 
Write an essay in which you research a photographer and discuss your opinion about his/her work.  Discover 
who that person was/is and also what/who were/are his/her influences and motivations?  Pay close attention to 
the artist and your reaction to the artwork, you will need to reflect on what you think about the photographer’s 
work and the view of life that he/she presents. Attached is a list of photographers to get you started. 
Be careful to site your sources and DO NOT PLAGIARIZE.  Plagiarism will result in a 0. 
 Your opinion paper should include the following:  

1. At least 500 words (double spaced) 12pt font.  (Check the rubric to make sure you include all the 
necessary parts to your essay) 

2. Three visuals from the photographer need to be included (the ones you discuss in your paper) - they do 
not count as part of the 2 pages.  They should be attached on a separate piece of paper and labeled 
correctly with the title and date of the work.  

3. Site your resources!!  You should have at least 3 unique resources.  Only two can be from the Internet, 
the other one should be from a magazine or book. Turn in a bibliography with your paper! 

4. TURN YOUR PAPER IN TO Turnitin.com  (YOU MUST ENROLL IN THE CLASS IN TURNITIN.COM)   
                                  - 4th hour Class ID: 6041592   Enrollment Password: 4thPhoto 
                                  - 8th hour Class ID: 8042297   Enrollment Password: 8thPhoto 

RUBRIC for paper 
Criteria 4 3 2 1 

Work cited Used more than the 
minimum resources 

and cited them 
correctly. 

Met minimum 
resources and cited 

them correctly 

Used minimum 
resources but did not 
cite them correctly. 

Did not meet the 
minimum amount of 
required resources. 

Length Exceeded minimum 
word count but not too 

lengthy. 

Met minimum word 
count 

Missed minimum word 
count by 100 words. 

Too short. 

Opinion/Reflection Contains a detailed 
reflection about the 

photographer’s work. 
Mentions 

likes/dislikes and 
gives reasons as to 
why and discusses 

thoughts on the view 
of life that he/she 

presents. 

Mentions 
likes/dislikes with 

little to explain why. 

Only mentions 
likes/dislikes with 

nothing to back it up. 

Failed to write an 
opinion/reflection on 
the photographer’s 

work. 

Photographer 
information 

Detailed description 
of who the 

photographer is/was 
and what their 

influences/motivations 
are/were. 

Briefly describes who 
the photographer 

is/was and what their 
influences/motivations 

are/were. 

Describes who the 
photographer is/was 
but does not mention 

influences/motivations. 

Only gives a brief 
description about 

who the 
photographer is/was. 

Writing Style Very easy and a 
pleasure to read. 

Correct grammar and 
punctuation. 

Easy to read with few 
grammatical or 

punctuation errors. 

Somewhat hard to 
follow and has 

numerous grammatical 
or punctuation errors. 

Difficult to follow 
ideas. Many 

grammatical and 
punctuation errors. 

Photographer’s 
Photos 

Three photos with 
description/reflection 

Three photos no 
description/reflection 

One or two photos, no 
description 

One photo no 
description 

PART 2 – THE PHOTOS 
The second part of this midterm is to take 10 photographs in the style of the photographer you have 
researched.  Be creative, think outside of the box, how can you emulate the work of this artist?  If you need 



some inspiration, feel free to look at how other students have tackled this assignment by following the final 
project examples link on our photography web page.    

Final Photography Paper and Images Photographer List 
 

Famous Photographers in Alphabetical order – Ideas for your Photography Paper  
Below is a list of photographers for you to explore with at least one web link per photographer.  This is by no 
means an exhaustive list.  You can choose any photographer to write about. Here is one of many websites you 
may find useful.  
http://masters-of-photography.com/summaries.html  
 
Diane Arbus: Among the most prominent and influential photographers of her generation, Diane Arbus is 
perhaps best remembered for her frank studies of marginalized groups and subcultures. Yet in addition to the 
nudists, transvestites, carnival performers, and the cognitively-impaired or developmentally-delayed residents 
of asylums, Arbus also photographed socialites, celebrities, and anonymous strangers passing through New 
York’s streets and parks.  

http://diane-arbus-photography.com/  
 
Dawoud Bey: is interested in the portrait as a site of psychological and emotional engagement between the 
photographer and his model.  

http://www.dawoudbey.net/index.php/photographs/the-birmingham-project/ 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn  - pioneer of abstract photography with his "Vortographs" 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/C/coburn/coburn.html 
 

Roy DeCarava - documenting the African-American experience and its cultural icons 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/D/decarava/decarava.html 
 

Robert Doisneau - Happy photos of Parisian life in the mid 20th century. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/D/doisneau/doisneau.html 
 
Rineke Dijkstra: documents people in transitional moments: mothers shortly after giving birth, young people 
entering the military, matadors still bloody from a bullfight, young club kids just off the dance floor, and 
preadolescent bathers on various beaches in the United States and Eastern Europe.  
 http://www.mariangoodman.com/artists/rineke-dijkstra/ 
 

William Eggleston - deceptively ordinary color photos of contemporary American rural and suburban life 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/E/eggleston/eggleston.html 
 

Walker Evans - imagery of American society during the Great Depression 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/E/evans/evans.html 
 

Roger Fenton - the first war photographer: the Crimea, 1850s 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/F/fenton/fenton.html 
 

Lee Friedlander - Contemporary, humorous, visually exciting 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/F/friedlander/friedlander.html 
 

Emmet Gowin - "Gowin's simple yet intensely seen daily events take on the quality of ritual" - Jonathan Green 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/G/gowin/gowin.html 
 



John Gutmann - 1930s America but NOT the Great Depression, a precursor of the street photographers of the 
50s 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/G/gutmann/gutmann.html 
 

Lewis Hine - activist documentary work from early 20th century, from Ellis Island to child labor to sweatshops 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/H/hine/hine.html 
 

Hill & Adamson  - mid-19th-century calotypists, interesting collaboration between artist and technician 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/H/hill-adamson/hill-a.html 
 

Yousuf Karsh - Canadian portrait master, created some of the iconic portraits of world leaders in the 40s and 
50s. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/K/karsh/karsh.html 
 

Andre Kertesz - Eastern Europe to Paris to New York, ranging from surrealist imagery to street photography 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/K/kertesz/kertesz.html 
 

XXWilliam Klein  - New York street photography in the mid-fifties 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/K/klein/klein.html 
 

Josef Koudelka - Czechoslovakian, 1970s images of his Exile in Western Europe 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/K/koudelka/koudelka.html 
 

Dorothea Lange - documented American poor during the Great Depression 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/L/lange/lange.html 
 

Jacques-Henri Lartigue - a child photographer, with exuberance and delight, France before World War I 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/L/lartigue/lartigue.html 
 

Clarence John Laughlin - haunting images of abandoned cotton plantations and cemeteries in New Orleans. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/L/laughlin/laughlin.html 
 

Helen Levitt - street photography from early 1940's New York City. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/L/levitt/levitt.html 
 

Ralph Eugene Meatyard - surrealist vision from middle America in the 1950s and 1960s 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/M/meatyard/meatyard.html 
 

Joel Meyerowitz - moving from street photography to landscape; from black-and-white to color; and from 
35mm to 8 x 10 format 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/M/meyerowitz/meyerowitz.html 
 

Tina Modotti  - revolutionary images from 1920s Mexico 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/M/modotti/modotti.html 
 

Eadweard Muybridge - 1880s, the first to use the camera to analyze motion too fast to be seen with the naked 
eye. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/M/muybridge/muybridge.html 
 

Nadar - Paris, 1850-1870, portraits, early photographic pioneer 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/N/newman/newman.html 
 



Arnold Newman - One of the greatest portrait-makers in the history of photography 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/N/newman/newman.html 
 

Timothy O'Sullivan  - Civil War and American West, wet plate photography 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/O/osullivan/osullivan.html 
 
Martin Parr : His satirical, witty approach to documentary photography leaves the viewer not sure whether to 
laugh or cry. A prime example of this is his book titled 'Sign of the Times', in which he entered peoples houses 
(an Englishman's castle) and photographs the ordinary, though he also combines the image with a quote from 
the owners. when this is done you gain a whole new appreciation for the images. His photos are often taken 
using macro lenses and ring flash as well as high-saturation colour film. Once you get to his page, click on the 
camera icon to see his recent works. 
      http://www.martinparr.com/index1.html    
 
Robert and Shana ParkeHarrison:  Robert ParkeHarrison collaborates with his wife, Shana, on the 
conception and execution of complex images that combine performance, sculpture, photography, and painting. 
Their innovative approach to picture making draws upon their use of paper negatives and collage to construct 
stories of loss and struggle amid landscapes scarred by technology and over-use. At the heart of these pictorial 
tales is a lone individual—ParkeHarrison himself as “Everyman”—engaged in Herculean struggles with nature 
and artifice. The mythic world he creates mirrors our world, where nature is domesticated and controlled. In 
actions that are both humorously metaphorical and lyrically poetic, ParkeHarrison constructs beguiling stories 
that make us consider what we have done or are doing to our earth.  Click on the links at the top of the page 
once you get there (Counterpoint, etc.) and you will see a variety of works by this talented pair.  

http://www.parkeharrison.com/  
 

Gordon Parks - documented the post-WWII African-American experience, portraying the common people and 
icons of the civil rights era 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/P/parks/parks.html 
 

Melissa Ann Pinney: For more than fifteen years, Melissa Ann Pinney has been concentrating on female 
identity and its layered construction. From childhood through puberty, from motherhood into old age, Pinney 
has focused her camera on the ever-changing identity girls face as they mature.  

http://www.melissaannpinney.com/index.html    
 
Jacob Riis - photos were only a tool for his crusade against poverty in early 20th century New York City slums 

http://masters-of-photography.com/R/riis/riis.html 
 

Alexander Rodchenko - 1920-30s in Russia, formalist, odd angles, a new way of looking 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/R/rodchenko/rodchenko.html 
 

Sebastiao Salgado - documenting the human condition in late 20th century, from Ethiopian famine to Brazilian 
mines 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/S/salgado/salgado.html 
 

Cindy Sherman - artist using the photographic self-portrait as a means to express narrative. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/S/sherman/sherman.html 
 
Lorna Simpson: I would hate to think that my work is perceived as a portrayal of victimization. It is not 
enough for me to relate an experience through the work only to have a viewer say, ‘Oh, that’s too bad,’ and 
walk away from it. I want to relate the dynamics of a situation, both how that situation occurs and how it affects 
people’s lives. In another sense, the work is not answer-oriented. It’s intentionally left open-ended. There’s not 
a resolution that just solves everything. – Lorna Simpson  



http://www.mocp.org/collections/permanent/simpson_lorna.php  
 
Sandy Skoglund: In the late seventies Skoglund’s desire to document conceptual ideas led her to teach herself 
photography. This developing interest in photographic technique became fused with her interest in popular 
culture and commercial picture making strategies, resulting in the directorial tableau work she is known for 
today. Skoglund currently lives in Jersey City, New Jersey.  

http://www.batguano.com/bgma/skoglund.html 

  
Stephen Shore - master of large format camera, working in color depictions of urban scenes and landscapes. 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/S/shore/shore.html 
 
Laurie Simmons: Photographs dolls, toys, dollhouses and other combinations of inanimate objects, which 
reflect popular culture, Americana and kitsch.  In 2000, in collaboration with architect Peter Wheelwright, she 
created Kaleidoscope House, a dollhouse that she later photographed. The Instant Decorator (2004), based on 
reproductions in a 1976 decorating book of the same name, features images of Modernist architecture collaged 
helter-skelter with images of women and men sampled from popular magazines and catalogues.  

http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york/collections/collection-online/show-

full/piece/?search=laurie%20simmons&page=1&f=quicksearch&cr=1 

http://www.moma.org/collection/browse_results.php?criteria=O%3AAD%3AE%3A7015&page_numbe
r=3&template_id=1&sort_order=1  

 

W. Eugene Smith - documentary photography with a moral edge, the King of the Photo Essay 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/S/smith/smith.html 
 

Frederick Sommer – Sometimes disturbing Surrealist imagery somehow from realist content 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/S/sommer/sommer.html 
 

Edward Steichen - protege of Stieglitz, pioneer in pictorialism before moving on to fashion photography 
http://www.npg.si.edu/exhibit/steichen/index.htm 

 
Joel Sternfeld: Joel Sternfeld’s projects can perhaps be divided into two general groups: site-specific 
landscapes somehow connected to human presence (though people are rarely present in them) and shot during 
distinct periods of time, and a more ranging, long-term examination of the United States accomplished largely 
by photographing Americans contextualized by their environments.  

http://www.mocp.org/collections/permanent/sternfeld_joel.php  
http://documentaryworks.org/punctum/onthissite.htm   

 

Alfred Stieglitz - the Prophet of photography as an art form was very famous for showing the work of other 
artists in his gallery, his own excellent work is too often overlooked 

http://masters-of-photography.com/S/stieglitz/stieglitz.html 
 

Paul Strand - another Stieglitz protege, pioneer of Straight Photography 
http://masters-of-photography.com/S/strand/strand.html 

 

William Henry Fox Talbot  - early photographic pioneer, developed some of the first methods of fixing 
shadows on paper 

http://masters-of-photography.com/T/talbot/talbot.html 
 
Maggie Taylor:  is a digital image artist and photographer working in Gainesville, Florida who uses a flatbed 
scanner in place of a traditional camera.  

http://www.maggietaylor.com/ 
 



Jerry Uelsmann: ...Uelsmann, who has been exploring, and pushing the boundaries of the photographic 
medium for over 40 years, experiments with complex multiple prints, negative imagery and other techniquesto 
convey his personal vision.    

http://www.uelsmann.net/ 
 

Carleton E. Watkins - premier landscape photographer of the American West in the 1800s 
http://masters-of-photography.com/W/watkins/watkins.html 

 
Carrie Mae Weems: Weems, known for her sometimes biting use of humor, employs narrative structures, a 
choreographed cast of props and characters, and a variety of media to explore and explode stereotypes of race 
and gender. Her resulting photographs, videos, and installations usually reconfigure old photographs, 
sculptures, and artifacts that comprise the physical record of African American culture in order to make new 
works that comment on racism and difficult topics seldom addressed in mainstream media.  

http://www.mocp.org/collections/permanent/weems_carrie_mae.php    
 

Minor White  - cofounder with Ansel Adams of the Zone System, also a great educator 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/W/white/white.html 
 

Garry Winogrand  - compulsive street photographer, imagery is edgy, disorienting 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/W/winogrand/winogrand.html 
 

Lothar Wolleh  - a master of the portrait, featuring photographs of modern artists 
 http://masters-of-photography.com/W/wolleh/wolleh.html 
 


